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Health Warning
The findings of this report are best used
when there are patients in the room!
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Report Curated By Roz Davies
…mainly from notes written by the contributors & participants

Purpose and Background

Purpose

A leadership event to motivate
through stories and share learning
on how to work in partnership with
patients to co-produce innovation
and positive change in healthcare.

Background
This event brought together a number of pieces of activities at a national, regional, local and organisational level.
The NHS Confederation, Recovery Enterprises, Sheffield Health and Social Care, National Institute for Health Research
Devices for Dignity and Yorkshire and Humber Academic Health Science Network are all working on a range of initiatives
relating to working in partnership with patients and communities around enterprise, education and digital technology.
Sheffield has a cluster of social enterprises and individual ‘patient leaders’, who have significant experience in innovating and
improving health and health/care services and products.
The various organisations agreed to work in partnership to share and draw insight from the local Sheffield experience.

What happened on the day?
★

★
★
★
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This was a learning event for Leaders to explore together how to create the conditions where genuine partnerships of
trust, shared purpose and responsibility can be built across health and social care with people who have significant
experience of being a patient and/or using services who are motivated to lead change and improve lives.
This event focused on examples of people and partnerships with NHS organisations from Sheffield where
technology, enterprise, employment and innovation play a key role.
Participants were involved in conversations with others from across the region on how leaders can authentically and
ethically work in partnership with patients to improve outcomes for people and services.
Participants were given the opportunity to listen to people who have inspirational stories to share about what
motivated them, what makes them feel valued, what helped them or hindered them in their journeys and what they
have achieved so far. They will also offer practical and strategic advice to participants to take away and apply in their
own context and organisations.
Participants and reporters were given the opportunity to share their reflections on the learning from the day.
There was also a resource pack from the speakers and co-hosting organisations for participants to take away.
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The less obvious
things...
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No delegates list with job titles, participants
created their own badges
Environment, innovative fresh and relaxed
(including helter skelter and lounge area)
Lunch and refreshments
Welcomes, connections and friendly
atmosphere
Patients designed format, big organisations
facilitated and enabled but didn’t control
content/process
Lots of existing relationships of trust together
with new people in the room
Space to take time out
Shared online through twitter, periscope and
steller.
Everyone mattered

Welcome & Introductions

Setting the Scene

Graphic
Summary

Contributors

Masterclass Workshop Hosts
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TedX Speaker and Author Kate Allatt shared her inspiring story of recovery from locked-in syndrome and how she has
drawn on technology, her own experience and sheer bloody-mindedness to improve the aspirations and experience
of care for others.
Kidney Transplant Patient and Management Expert David Coyle shared his insights on bringing together his own lived
experience along with his significant management experience and cool head to work in partnership with Devices for
Dignity driving forward patient led technology design and development.
Trainer, DJ and Poet Ben Dorey shared his story of living with mental health conditions and experience of being
employed within Sheffield Health and Social Care to train staff around recovery. He provided listeners with insights
into how the NHS can remove tokenism and authentically value people with lived experience as employees.
Social Media expert Sue Sibbald, who co-chairs the national Borderline Personality Disorder Commission with Norman
Lamb MP, shared her experience of successfully managing to infiltrate, influence and change policy and practice
across a whole organisation and beyond.
University Professor and Storying Sheffield Founder Professor Brendan Stone shared how he has combined his many
talents and skills with his long-term experience of living with a mental health condition to challenge and change
culture, policy and stigma highlighting the innovative Sheffield Flourish Digital Wellbeing Hub.

What did we learn?

Stories and Insights from Masterclass Workshop Leaders
Key Points noted by Participants

‘Solidarity not clinical
distance’

Professor
Brendan Stone

Drawing on his own experience of living with mental
health problems throughout his adult life, and working
extensively with people who live with mental distress
or ‘illness’, and organisations that offer support,
Professor Brendan Stone explored the importance of
hearing, learning from, and acting on the insights of,
diverse citizens and communities, and being willing to
challenge our own assumptions. He looked at what
‘expertise by experience really means, the critical
issues of diversity and reach and the need to address
systemic and structural issues which exclude. Brendan
also explored practical ways to improve, e.g. working
in genuine partnership with small grassroots community
groups, asset mapping, being ready to challenge and
change, how to co-own vision and leadership and the
power of patient narratives. He also shared the story
of Sheffield Flourish, a new digital approach to
supporting citizens to act, innovate and lead in
mental health.
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Authentic active listening to patient stories
including negative experiences and those with
no current ‘means of expression’ is vital. Current
healthcare architecture is a barrier.
Health care professionals need to actively listen
and act with compassion in conversations with
patients.
There is a ‘crisis’ in the vision for ‘treatment’ in
mental health moving away from health care
professional fixing symptoms to listening,
seeking out root cause and co-production of
care.
People with lived experience in influential
positions in the NHS can have a big impact on
the conversation.

‘Ben is such an amazing
speaker and storyteller,
insightful and balanced’

Ben Dorey

Ben’s workshop involved discussions on how important language is to
expressing experiences of mental distress. He explored how disempowering
having your life retold in an alien vocabulary can be, and how much this can
erode your sense of identity and your own way of making sense of your life
experience. The workshop also looked at the importance of making a radical
shift in how we think about Madness, from one in which the lens is turned
from what’s wrong with the person to what’s wrong with their situation. Ben
also looked at how we define ‘normal’, and, through the use of a couple of
poems, started to reconsider the validity of ‘Mad’ experience as a way of
being in the world. Ben’s hope was that the workshop would inspire people
to change the way they look at people who’ve experienced mental health
difficulties, from people who are seen as victims of pathology, psychological
trauma or circumstance, to people who have the strength and potential to
imagine new ways of being in the world. In turn these experts by experience
can, if given proper opportunities to collaborate and lead in service
production, reimagine the roles that mental health services play in our
society. Ben’s hope is that we can move towards a world in which we
harness the strengths borne out of the diversity of perceptions, experiences
and inventive strategies to overcome difficulties that the mental health
survivor community possesses.
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The system is risk adverse, we need to open up
and share risk.
There is great added value in employing people
with lived experience but they also need to
bring the other relevant skills, experience and
knowledge required to do the job.
Patients are people, respect them, be honest,
‘treat the person not the condition’.
Understanding the impact of language, labels
and identity is instrumental in building
partnerships with people living with mental
health conditions.
Even at rock bottom you have choices,
compliance is not mandatory.

‘Tenacity and belief in a
cause can change the
world. One DBT at a time’

Sue Sibbald

Sue’s workshop was about her story of influencing change
via social media and DBT within SHSC FT and at a
national level by becoming the Co Chair of the National
Personality Disorder Commission. Her story was how she
got there via learning DBT from a facebook group and
Twitter and met and learned from peers and HCP’s and
became a person who knew a lot about Borderline
Personality Disorder and DBT. Her message was that
experts can never know everything. She talked about how
to begin change by throwing bath bombs which fizz and
disturb the status quo so people would be ready for
change and planting seeds along the way by talking about
DBT at every opportunity. The group made paper hats to
describe what type of change agent you are showing how
we all just people and it was just a bit of fun. She
talked about co-producing with psychologist colleagues
The take away is’ Take a chance on me ‘ somebody did
namely
Tim
Kendall
and
she
has,
alongside
her
psychologist colleagues, created some great things for
people with BPD in the Trust.
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We are all humans, in it together. Change
occurs through people and relationships.
Change things through planting seeds, not
throwing bricks, engage people in a safe space,
be effective and surround yourself with other
‘bright sparks’ to maintain energy and
momentum.
Need parity of respect, infrastructure and
support for ‘peer workers’ and other staff to
avoid tokenism.
Social media enables peer support, breaks
down some barriers and can enable access to
key players.
Avoid labelling and categorising and coproduce with patients at all levels and embed in
practice.

‘Be brave and take a step
forward’

David Coyle

David Coyle shared his story, "living two lives".
A public life, building a successful business
career and a private life, hiding his declining
health, kidney failure and dialysis treatment from
employers.
The extraordinarily diverse responses
from employers when he did reveal his health
status.He described how being diagnosed with, and
surviving, cancer profoundly changed his life
priorities. A strong sense of wanting “to give
something back”. His personally philosophy is,
whatever the challenge, we all have within us the
power to adapt and improve our situation. David’s
workshop discussed key factors for successful
partnership. These included how patients are
perceived, a remuneration model that recognises
different
levels
of
responsibility
and
time
commitment, the importance of trust and courage
in successful partnerships.
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We are all human, we need to get out of our
boxes and engage with and respect each other
as human beings with different experience. BUT
power is real, professionals need to be mindful
of the power differentials (perceived & actual)
Renumeration for Patient Partners is a wicked
problem and intrinsically related to power,
relationships and value
Language and terminology is a barrier, jargon
busting is needed.
Training for patients and people working in
partnership with patients is an important
element
Building relationships of trust is key to working
in partnership with patients.

‘Walked away with real
hope and inspiration’

Kate Allatt
Using her own amazing story Kate delivered a workshop
on how to better use existing technology to promote
self-management innovations which could help implement
the 5 Year Forward View. She cited her own ideas of how
we could improve the patient experience by improving
the knowledge, skills and confidence of patients with
long term illnesses. The attendees in her workshop
discussed practical ways and tools to help improve the
patient experiences in the Primary Sector. Her strong
message was that self-belief was completely free and
could have an immense effect on the motivation of
patients to self-manage their conditions at home,
thereby improving outcomes and the patient experience.
All strokes are different as individuals and there are
'no promises just possibilities' in improving patient
outcomes. Above all clinicians must not perpetuate
'false hope' or 'quash' all HOPE of patient improvement
or of them achieving the best they can be.
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Peer support should be an integral part of
health care from the start, ie diagnosis through
recovery and self management.
Honesty, aspiration and hope came out as key
shared values. We must not under-estimate the
power of self belief, hope and determination in
health.
There is a wealth of assets in our people,
organisations and communities. We need to lift
barriers and build connections to unleash their
potential.
Important to take a person-centred approach to
healthcare using tools like motivational
coaching.

Whole Group Reflections

We reflected together on what we had learnt..

Headlines
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Courageous Leadership
Local Partnerships
Power and Culture
Inclusion
Strength Based
Co-production & Human
Relationships
★ Active Listening

Courageous Leadership
We need courageous leadership to drive real and impactful change:
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We need fewer targets and more room to innovate
Decentralise and create safe spaces
Walk the talk, not lip service
The system gets in the way and can be a blocker not an enabler
We need action not talk, activate change, let’s just get on and do it. You become better at partnering by partnering
Some actions are legal, some are about culture and social change
Be 10% more brave
Be brave today, take a step
Don’t give up - lapse not relapse
Ignore the impossible, focus on the possible
Authenticity of purpose
Values-based leadership

Local Partnerships
Valuing local partnerships and relationships of trust with
patients and the third sector:
★

★
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Greater partnerships in the system, we know
about innovative things that are happening locally,
e.g. Recovery Enterprises
We have a responsibility to link those most
excluded with support. It’s about how we support
our most vulnerable particularly in terms of
genuine engagement of opportunities to influence
decision making.
Partner with organisations who do have access to
underrepresented
Integrated with MH charities, peers and IT
Commissioners need to commission with patients
as partners
Focus on local relationships which are working

Power and Culture
Recognising the sources and locus of power and the need
to change this for authentic partnership:
★
★
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Take power base away, meet us as humans not as
badges
How do we shift the balance to the centre?
Education for patients & healthcare professionals
Where does power lie? Organisations are reluctant
to give power away. Patients want to be part of the
team. NHS is good at collecting views bad at being
influenced by them. Are we too wedded to
clinical/medical model and not willing to consider
alternatives?
Sharing stories and experience, breaking down the
power divide
Break down ‘them and us’. Healthcare isn't
something that is done to someone.

Inclusion

Strength Based

Important to be inclusive in real life and online:

Taking a strength based approach recognising the value
of what we already have in our people and places:
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Engagement Strategies - traditional patients,
digital savvy patients, disengaged patients who
could be ‘turned on’.
Connect with the people in your community
including those who don’t have a voice
Digital inclusion to improve access
Focus on people without community
Anti-stigma and discrimination is the key
We need to work with employers to tackle
discrimination
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Focus on assets not needs to be met
Recognise community assets and value of people
No badges, safe spaces, assets, conversations

Co-production and Human Relationships
The value, challenges and important principles of co-production:
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Meet as equals, we are all human, we are all equal, we are not a statistic
Shared understanding, purpose, values and language. Respectful partnerships
Walk in your partner’s shoes, at least in your imagination.
Treat each other as equal partners at all levels
Support the person, don't ‘cure’, help, guide, work with.
Problems with terminology
Service idea of putting rigid structure in place> need to be personal, friendly talk to people on a human level.
Be honest and transparent with people/patients
Create the infrastructure/systems for the involvement of patient voice/views
Engage patients in the decision making process
Staff need to value the experiences of our clients as well as ourselves
Power of the story
Co-production genuine partnership from the start
Bring in patients as partners from the beginning of new developments
Partner with patients at every level including national policy making

Active Listening
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Shared approach at all levels - being transparent
Make the most of what exists in other areas/initiatives
Use language which resonates with ‘me’ not text books
We need to listen - two ears and one mouth
User defined not system defined outcomes
Authentic listening, sharing and action
Talk to communities/patients to understand their needs
Don’t commission services without talking to service users
How we shape our conversations shapes what we hear. If we talk about pathways and services that is what people will
talk about. Is that what people really want or what we are asking them about?
How do we receive the patient voice and allow it to influence decision making.
Active listening, clarity, stairway to trust.
Training in active listening (empathy-trust-new dynamics)

‘I often say I can FEEL when genuine co production is
in play. I describe it as a kind of pilot light. This was
well and truly switched on. This is not always the case
at events on the subject but a very good sign is when
it is impossible to tell who are the "service users" and
who are the professionals and indeed it ceases to
relevant.’

Ally Cameron
Reflections

“The Patient Leaders made such insightful
observations about human interactions that I was
struck by how appropriate they are to life in general
and not just work. But then, that is the point….living
with these conditions is an integral part of their lives.”

Dr Nicola Heron
Reflections

As with designing anything, be it a plane, a dress an
NHS service, you need to understand the user
properly so you need to know who they are and have
a mechanism for having those conversations Patient
stories are a great place to start but we must not forget
those whose stories we don't get to hear! How do we
reach them? Our patient leaders are our talent base for
unlocking this...let them lead us to the stories that
don't get told because they don't have a happy
ending. We need to put the mechanism in place to let
this happen...employ people with lived experience into
the care service and support and protect them.
Increase the enablers and remove the barriers to
adopting this new practice.

Pippa Hedley-Takhar - Key Points
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Control - feelings of personal empowerment had been lost and regained through individuals abilities to self-care and to understand or
manage their own conditions (regardless of age) the feeling that there was often a need to gain ‘permission’ in some form to take actions
towards their own health. There was recognition that everybody to a greater or lesser extent is involved in self-managing their own health and
wellbeing however there are differences in how and to what level this happens and therefore the dialogue explored how future systems and
services could be designed to enable this and what resources can be made available to take good self-management from margins to
mainstream and develop new cultural expectations of care e.g. creating platforms to make it simple and accessible to understand what is
available – e.g. ‘there’s an app for everything it’s just finding out what works for you’;
Power – designing more opportunities for patients and carers to feel included in conversations about the future of healthcare. Some people
have the confidence to seek out where the power is perceived to lie and become involved in these discourses – but this isn’t a model that
suits everybody and there are hidden voices;
Being the expert - nobody perceived themselves as the ‘expert’ with the implication that they had the answers to everything - there is always
scope to learn more;
The importance of language - in order to communicate effectively between different groups of people with different roles to play in
healthcare. How can we get this right so that we understand each other? How can we be truly engaged unless we are talking in the same
terms of reference? How can we filter the language we hear in a clinical setting to be meaningful in daily life?
Peer support – the ‘power of people’ is being revolutionised by the increased use of social media both for somebody with a specific condition
and the support unit around them (e.g. family and friends) and emotional and practical support from peers is invaluable;
Culture - needs have changed so systems will need to change and the relationship between patient and healthcare professional will have to
evolve from being transactional (needing to be ‘fixed’ and the responsibility to ‘fix’) to more collaborative ways of working. However, this isn’t
easy – we have become used to the dynamics and our roles in this relationship and it will take time to ‘unlearn’ and evolve and understand
the expectations of each other.

Graphic Facilitation by @Smizz

Online Participants #PatientsasPartners16

Online
#PatientsasPartners16
We have shared the event
online through twitter,
periscope, blogs and
steller.

157 people joined
#patientaspartners16
on twitter leaving
over 2 million
impressions

Feedback

★
★

Statistics
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70% of delegates completed an evaluation
form.
97% rated their overall impression of the event
excellent/good.
93% rated the event excellent/good in helping
to progress the patient and community
partnership agenda in the NHS.
90% would recommend the event to
colleagues.
97% would consider returning to a similar event
in their area
Delegates rated ‘to learn from successful
initiatives already being implemented, to find
practical ways to embed patient and community
partnership in your area, and to share ideas and
experiences with colleagues’ as their top three
main objectives for attending the event.
93% said the event met their objectives

Quotes
‘Very thought provoking. I have come away with a number of ideas and also gained useful contacts to progress the work
beyond the conference event’ (Wendy Joseph, Deputy Director of Nursing and Quality, Rotherham Doncaster and South
Humber NHS Foundation Trust).

‘Today was a great chance to share stories and ideas in a way which went beyond tokenism and began debates that could
shape future services developments’ (Ben Dorey, Recovery Tutor, Sheffield Health and Social Care).

‘I felt moved and inspired by the patient stories, confirming my belief that a different way of working between professionals
and users of the health service is required to improve outcomes for patients. The stories also confirmed that this will involve
major cultural change for both staff and patients. This will require continued use of narrative and open dialogue with mutual
learning by active listening and putting ourselves in the shoes of the other. The agenda requires senior level support within
organisations and actively planning engagement of staff and service users at all levels. It was useful to talk to others about
their experience’ (Rachel Warner, Medical Director, Sheffield Health & Social Care Foundation Trust).
·

‘This was an excellent meeting to explore the controversies and opportunities of engaging with patients in a different way: as
partners who can inspire, motivate, and remind us of the values we share’ (Helen Crimlisk, Deputy Medical Director, Sheffield
Health & Social Care Foundation Trust).

‘Very thought provoking - although I'm not directly involved in patient care (and sit a long way away in a national IT
organisation) it was very useful to help me think how technology can be applied to better connect care providers with
patients, and patients with patients and how we need to think about supporting that in what we do with the major national
systems in the background that underpin health and social care’ (Peter Dyke, Head of Industry Liaison, Health & Social Care
Information
Centre).
‘Never

underestimate

the

power

of

narrative’

(Richard,

SU

Volunteer,

Sunrise/SINSL).

‘The more time patients are used to evaluate the NHS programs the better (Tony Blackbourne, Board Member, Health
Watch).

‘A truly inspiring event, well-conceived, well-organised and with a positive and collaborative atmosphere’ (Ted Turner, GP,
Sheffield CCG).

The event was very well organised and gave a great insight into how service users can live with their illness with a
little support from our services. The message that came from the day was ownership service user wanted to take
control and manage their illness in their way. People with lived experience are the experts with peer support I feel
this is a better way to aid recovery (Jane Milner, Head of Volunteering, South West Yorkshire Partnership NHS
Foundation Trust).

‘Inspiring day listening and learning from the people who really matter, patients and Carers. Venue, location,
content and timings first class. Thank you’ (Michelle Pilling, Deputy Chair Lay Member Quality & PPI, NHS East
Lancashire CCG).

‘A few thoughts: well organised; inspirational speakers; innovative techniques for creating the right atmosphere for
useful and thought-provoking dialogue; great venue. A very good use of 4 hours of my life!’ (Helen Mulholland,
Engagement Manager, NHS Sheffield CCG).
‘Thought provoking - especially how we need to have higher expectations for people - how to meet together as
'people' and share ideas, strengths, and concerns’ (Julie Edwards, Director of Therapy Service, Sheffield Health and
Social
Care).

·

Thank you!
Thank you to the people who gifted their stories and insights at #PatientsasPartners16. It is now our individual and
collective choice and responsibility to act on what we have learnt together. .

For further information:

Contact Roz Davies: Email: roz.davies@recoveryenterprises.co.uk
Twitter: @recoverysheff

